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Stability of Queueing Networks
and Scheduling Policies
P. R. Kumar, Fellow, IEEE, and Sean P. Meyn, Member, IEEE

Abstract- Usually, the stability of queueing networks is established by explicitly determining the invariant distribution.
Outside of the narrow class of queueing networks possessing a
product form solution, however, such explicit solutions are rare,
and consequently little is also known concerning stability.
We develop here a programmatic procedure for establishing
the stability of queueing networks and scheduling policies. The
method uses linear or nonlinear programming to determine what
is an appropriate quadratic functional to use as a Lyapunov
function. If the underlying system is Markovian, our method
establishes not only positive recurrence and the existence of
a steady-state probability distribution, but also the geometric
convergence of an exponential moment.
We illustrate this method on several example problems. For an
example of an open re-entrant line, we show that all stationary
nonidling policies are stable for all load factors less than one.
This includes the well-known First Come First Serve (FCFS)
policy. We determine a subset of the stability region for the
Dai-Wang example, for which they have shown that the Brownian
approximation does not hold. In another re-entrant line, we show
that the Last Buffer First Serve (LBFS) and First Buffer First
Serve (FBFS) policies are stable for all load factors less than
one. Finally, for the Rybko-Stolyar example, for which a subset
of the instability region has been determined by them under
a certain buffer priority policy, we determine a subset of the
stability region.

I. INTRODUCTION

U

SUALLY, the stability of a queueing network is established by explicitly determining an invariant distribution.
Outside of the relatively narrow class of queueing networks
admitting a product form solution for the invariant distribution, however, such explicit solutions are rare. Consequently,
stability results are also rare.
Here we develop a procedure for establishing the stability
of a queueing network operating under a scheduling policy. It
is based on just solving a linear program on the coefficients of
a quadratic form. Alternatively, a nonlinear program can also
be used. The goal is to programmatically construct a quadratic
Lyapunov function on buffer levels that has a negative drift,
whenever the mean number of parts in the system is large.
This allows one to deduce the stability-in-the-mean of a
system, even if it is not Markovian. For Markovian systems,
such stability is equivalent to the existence of a steady-state
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distribution, i.e., positive recurrence. Moreover, for Markovian
systems, our method also establishes geometric convergence
of an exponential moment.
Such stability results are important for a variety of reasons.
First, they are a precursor to more fine grained questions concerning the performance levels of various scheduling policies.
Second, several unstable scheduling policies have recently
been discovered. Kumar and Seidman [2] and Chase and
Ramadge [3] provide examples of deterministic systems which
are unstable under all clearing, i.e., exhaustive service, policies. Lu and Kumar [ 11 provide an example of a re-entrant line
with deterministic processing times, and deterministic bursty
arrivals, for which a certain buffer priority policy is unstable.
Rybko and Stolyar [4] provide an example of a stochastic
network which is unstable under a certain buffer priority
policy. Recently, Seidman [5] has demonstrated the instability
of the well-known First Come First Serve (FCFS) policy,
also for a deterministic model. Bramson [6] has recently
constructed a stochastic re-entrant line that is also unstable
under the FCFS policy. Third, there has been much recent
interest in the use of heavy traffic Brownian approximations
to construct scheduling policies for queueing networks: see
Harrison [7] and Harrison and Wein [8]. Clearly, to establish
heavy traffic limit theorems, it is necessary to establish the
stability of the queueing networks involved. Dai and Wang
[ 121 have constructed a counterexample where the Brownian
approximation does not hold; see also Whitt [ 131 and Dai and
Nguyen [ 141. Indeed, heavy traffic limit theorems appear to be
only available for systems that are already known to be stable:
see Reiman (91, [IO] and Peterson [ l I].
Quadratic Lyapunov functions find widespread use in linear
system theory. For stochastic systems, Kingman [ 151 has used
a quadratic Lyapunov function to analyze a random walk
on 2:. Fayolle [I61 has used general quadratic forms to
characterize ergodicity of random walks on 2;. Piecewise
linear Lyapunov functions are used in Fayolle et a1.[17] for
establishing the stability of Jackson networks [ 191; Meyn and
Down [ 181 use the square of the workload to establish the stability of generalized Jackscm networks, where the assumptions
on the arrival processes and service times are relaxed. Coffman
et al. [20] have used linear programming to find both linear
and quadratic forms with negative or positive drift and thus
the stability or instability of a certain bin packing algorithm.
Their linear programs test for a drift of the appropriate sign
at all the states on the boundary of a prescribed hypercube:
our approach may be less computationally complex. Recently,
Bertsimas et al. [21] and Kumar and Kumar 1221 have used
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The basic open re-entrant line.

quadratic forms to obtain performance bounds for queueing
networks and scheduling policies, provided the system is stable
and has a bounded second moment.

2 0 for all

i . (1)

Such matrices are called symmetric copositive matrices. As
will be shown in Section V, our methodology will automatically confine itself to the subclass of symmetric strictly
copositive matrices. These are symmetric copositive matrices
Q for which additionally
( ~ l : . . . , ~ L ) & ( y l ; . . , ~>L 0,
) ~ ify;
and

2 0 for all i ,

# 0 for some a.

Copositive and strictly copositive matrices have been extensively studied; see Cottle et al. [24]. They are characterized
11. THE BASIC OPEN RE-ENTRANTLINE
by the signs of certain determinants (see [24]).
Keller’s Theorem: A symmetric matrix is copositive if and
To expose the idea in its simplest form, we begin with the
only if each principal submatrix, for which the cofactors of
treatment of an open re-entrant line; see [23].
The network consists of S machines (1.2:. . . S } ; see the last row are nonnegative, has a nonnegative determinant.
A recent algorithm for testing copositivity can be found
Fig. 1. Parts arrive as a Poisson process of rate X to buffer
b l , located at machine a(1) E (1, ... , S}. Upon completing in Anderson et al. [25].The determination of copositivity is
service, they proceed to buffer b2 located at machine 4 2 ) E NP-complete; see Murty and Kabadi [26].
The procedure we advocate below could be used with any Q
{ 1:.. . , S}. Let b L at machine o ( L )be the last buffer visited.
The sequence { ~ ( l. .).,> o ( L )is} the route of the part. Since satisfying (1). For concreteness, we will confine our attention
one may have a ( i ) = a ( j ) for some pairs i and j with i # j, to the following special types of copositive matrices.
It is easy to see that any symmetric, nonnegative matrix,
we say that the system is a re-entrant line. Let us suppose that
parts in bi require an exponentially distributed service time, i.e., one for which QT = Q = [ q i j ] , with q i j 2 0 for all i, j,
is copositive. Also, any positive semidefinite matrix, i.e., a Q
with mean 1,
from machine a ( i ) .
11
Let I ( i ) := {j 1 ~ ( j =) a ( i ) } ,i.e., the set of indexes of for which, Q = QT and z T Q z 2 0 for all z, is copositive.
buffers which are located at the same machine as b;. Thus, Moreover, any convex combination (or linear combination
the buffers with indexes in I ( i ) are in “contention” for the with positive weights) of such matrices is also copositive, since
the set of symmetric copositive matrices is a convex cone.
same machine.
Let us denote
IV. THE BASICCHARACTERIZATION
z i ( t ) := Numbers of parts in buffer b; at time t ,
including any in service
We shall rescale time so that
and
w ; ( t ) := 1 if machine a ( i ) is working on a part in
buffer b, at time t, and zero otherwise.
For simplicity, we suppose that a machine works on only
and resort to “uniformization,” see Lippman [27]. That is, we
one part at any given time.
The key problem in “scheduling” such queueing networks shall suppose that there is always either a real or a “virtual”
,
is to determine which part in which buffer the machine should part that is being served at every buffer b,. Let { T ~ } with
serve, i.e., which w i ( t ) should be one. Clearly, an optimal TO = 0, denote the sequence of all arrival and service times,
choice for reasonable criteria will depend on the location, i.e., real or virtual, and let FTndenote the a-field generated by
the buffer, occupied by the part. When the service priority events up to time T ~ .
Let .(t) := ( . ~ l ( t ) , . . . , - ~ ~ ( t )denote
)~
the vector of queue
depends on the buffer (i.e., “class” of a part), however,
the steady-state distribution, if any, is not known, and, as lengths. In accordance with terminology of Markov Decision
) “state.” A policy whose
mentioned earlier, neither is stability. As an example, the well- Processes, we will call ~ ( t the
known FCFS policy can be stable or unstable for particular action at any time t depends only on ~ ( tis )called stationary,
systems, when the pi’s are not the same for all buffers at a again in accordance with the terminology of Markov Decision
machine. Similarly, buffer priority policies can be stable or Processes. Under a stationary policy, the system is described
by the Markov chain { ~ ( t ) } .
unstable for particular systems and values of parameters.
We will treat a larger class of scheduling policies than stationary policies. We will consider any scheduling policy which
111. COPOSITIVEMATRICES
,
takes a constant action in intervals of the form [ T ? ~T. ~ + I ) and
Let Q be a symmetric L x L matrix that gives rise to a call such a policy noninterruptive. (The term noninterruptive
quadratic form which is nonnegative on the positive orthant should not be confused with the term nonpreemptive.) As
t
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Fig. 2.

State transition diagram for basic open re-entrant line.

an example, the well-known FCFS policy is noninterruptive.
Note that any scheduling policy that does not change actions
between real transition epochs is noninterruptive. Of course, all
stationary policies are of this form and are hence automatically
noninterruptive.
We will allow preemptive priority at an epoch, if the
scheduling policy calls for it.
Let e , := (0.. . . . O , 1.0. . . . . O ) T be the zth unit vector. The
state transition diagram of the network is as shown in Fig. 2,
for any noninterruptive policy.
~ ~
Note
Let us consider the quadratic form .rT ( T )Q.X.(T~,).
that since . r ( T T l )can grow no faster than linearly in 71, the
I FT,z]exists.
conditional expectation E[J?(T,+~)&.E(T,,+~)
From Fig. 2, for any noninterruptive policy, we obtain

+

~ ~ L L w L ( ~ , ) ~ ~ QMz .( ~ ~ , , )

Let us suppose that the initial condition is deterministic (or
more generally, a bounded random variable, or even more
generally, has a finite second moment). As noted earlier, ~ ( 7
grows no faster than linearly in 71. Hence E ( : I ; ’ ( T ~exists
~ ) ) for
every 71. BY taking the conditional expectation, we obtain

Let us denote

By summing over

.

U,

and telescoping, we obtain
L

S I

L-1

L

i=l

.;=1

1

Note now that since U J ~ ( T =
~ ~ 0) or 1, all the terms not
featuring :z(T,>) above are bounded above by a constant, i.e.,

+

-

+

L-1

XeTQel

I-2 ( N + 1)( E[:I?

P / ( L J , ( ~ , ~ ) ( ~->e/ O
+ IT Q ( ~ / +-l
/=1

+ p L U J ~ ( T T l ) f ’ ~ ~ 5> PML <

+X.

(’0

( 0)Q. ( 0 ) ]

E [ : Z(7.v+ 1) @:E( 7A-+l)])
M
< M’ < +X for all N
2 -

In the last inequality above, we have used the nonnegativity of
. L ~ ( Q+ 1 ) Q . r ( 7 ~ + 1 )which
,
is guaranteed by the copositivity
condition ( I ) , since .I ( 7 + ~
I ) lies in the nonnegative orthant.

~ )
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Now note that

if we

can find a y

> 0 so that

{ z i j ( ~ ~1) :5 i 5 L } . This can only be assured if some
machine is guaranteed to be working whenever xJ > 0; hence
the restriction to nonidling scheduling policies in the sequel.
Let us return to (8). For notational convenience, let us define

L
j=l

qL+l,j

:= 0 for all j = 1, 2 , . . . , L.

Focusing on a fixed value of the index j , it is clear that (8)
is assured, if

Before we pursue the issue of finding such a y,we point out
certain consequences of stability-in-the-mean for stationary,
nonidling policies. In the rest of this paper we will restrict attention to scheduling policies that are nonidling, i.e., whenever
one of the buffers at a machine is nonempty, then the machine
cannot stay idle. For stationary, nonidling policies, (~(7,))
is a time-homogeneous, countable state, Markov chain, which
has a single communicating class that is aperiodic (since the
origin can be reached from every state, and the system can stay
at the origin for two consecutive time steps). The condition (7)
then guarantees positive recurrence, i.e., the existence of an
unique steady state probability distribution. To see this, note
that if the chain is not positively recurrent, then the probability
that the chain is in a fixed finite set of states converges to
zero as n
30. Then, that is so even for the finite set of
states {x:
xi I M”>and all X ; 2 0 and integral}. This
contradicts (7). Moreover, the Markov chain has bounded first
moment, and the mean total number of customers converges
to a finite steady state value. In fact, we will show in the next
section that it even establishes the geometric convergence of
an exponential moment.
Let us now see how to assure (7) for some y > 0. We will
actually work at assuring that the inequality (7) holds without
the expectation being taken, i.e.,

Grouping the terms by machine, i.e., using { 1 , 2 , . . . , L } =
uU{i:
a ( i ) = a } , we see that the LHS of (9) satisfies

---f

We now investigate how to assure that the RHS of (10) can
be bounded above by - y x j ( m ) . For nonidling policies
Zi(Tn)

{i:
L

L

1L

qLJ zL3 (.m

-PL

]=I

r3(

-7

T ~ ) .

(8)

> 0 =+

‘Ui(7,)=

{i:

U
(
+
.
}

1

.(+U}

and so

3=1

Let us now motivate the reason for restricting our attention
to nonidling policies in our tests for stability. Note that the
coefficients Xql, of the x ~ ( T ~ ) on
’ s the left-hand side (LHS)
above are all nonnegative, while the corresponding coefficient
(-7) on the right-hand side (RHS) is negative. Clearly, to
assure (8) it is necessary that there exist some choice of
constants { a z 3 }for which

TJ(7,)

=

wL(7n)XJ(‘Tn)
{z

U(z)=U(J)}

Hence
xJ(TnT,)
=

zzJ(Tn).
{L

(1 1 )

U(z)=g(J)l

Moreover, since other machines need not be working when
is nonempty, we have the nonidling inequalities
Focusing on a fixed index J , one will in particular need
~ (to 7be ~
bounded
~ ) above by some linear combination of

~

2

~ L J ( % )

T J ( T ~ )
{z

U(L)’U’}

for all

(7’

# c(J).

bj

(12)

~
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+
X

+
+
Above, [y]+ := max{y, 0} denotes the positive part of y. The
From the concavity of the square-root, we obtain
sign needs to be taken into account, since a negative sign of
,uz(qz+l,,- q z J )may reverse the inequality.
Hence we see that if we can find an appropriate set of { q Z 3 }
for which
AY1,

+

1nax

PZ(YL+l,J

-

qzJ)

L-1

{z 4 2 ) = 4 3 ) 1

i=l

I -y

for3 = 1 , 2 , . . . , L

for some y > 0, then (8), and hence (7), is assured. Thus, we
have arrived at the following theorem.
Theorem 1-The Basic Characterization: Consider the basic open re-entrant line. Suppose there exists asymmetric
copositive matrix Q = [qzJ] which satisfies the following
conditions. For every j = 1,2. . . . . L
k1,J

+

max

( 1

4z)=dJ)1

P/(Y,+l,J - YZ,)

,+

(Above, q L + l , J := 0 for all j . ) Then, every nonidling,
noninterruptive, scheduling policy is stable in the mean, i.e.,
there exist constants c. C such that

1
N

-

A-l
n=O

C
E ( x j ( T n ) )I
j=1

FROMSTABILITY TO GEOMETRIC
EXPONENTIAL
MOMENT

In fact, for a Markovian system, the above Lyapunov-based
negative drift argument actually establishes the geometric
convergence of an exponential moment (defined below). Thus,
in particular it establishes the finiteness of all (polynomial)
moments and their geometric ergodicity.
To see this, we simply work with the square root of the
earlier Lyapunov function. From Fig. 2, just as we obtained
(3), we obtain
r

7

+M

I

.
lI2
(16)
Now, from Theorem 14.2.2 of [28], by taking T there to be
the first hitting time of the origin, it follows that there exists
a S > 0, such that r T Q x 2 611.~(1~
for all large enough 1 1 ~ 1 1
in the positive orthant.' (Or, in the case where all q2, 2 0,
the fact that qz2 > 0 follows trivially from inequality (iii) of
Theorem 1). Hence, there exists an E > 0, small enough so that
P(Tn)Q.r(Tn) -

27

JJ(Tn)

J=1

RHS of (16)
whenever

+

CONVERGENCE OF AN

L

[

RHS of (1s) 5

cE(:~~(o)Qx(o))
C for all N .
N

Moreover, if the scheduling policy is stationary, then there is
an unique steady-state probability distribution.

v.

Now suppose the conditions of Theorem 1 are met. Then, from
(8), the RHS above can be bounded as

I [ J ~ ( T , ) Q . I ; ( T1'2~ ) -] t

L

2 M"'

.I', ( T 7 ) )
J=l

for some large M"'.

d

Letting W ( T ~
:=~ )

m

,

we have thus

shown that

E [ w ( ~ n +I lF(T,l,]
)
I

W(Tn)-

t , i f x ( ~ n lies
)

outside a compact set,
and is bounded when X : ( T ~is~ in
) the compact set. Moreover,
the state can jump by only a bounded amount at each transition,
and hence W ( T ~ ~
-+
W(T,)
~ ) is bounded. From these two
facts, it follows that the Markov chain representing the evolution of the system has a geometrically converging exponential
moment; see [28, Theorem 16.3.11.

' Thus

is actually strictly copositive.
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Theorem 2 4 e o m e t r i c Convergence of an Exponential Moment: Consider the basic, open re-entrant line. Suppose that
the scheduling policy is stationary and that all the conditions of
Theorem 1 are satisfied. Then the Markov chain ( ~ ( 7 , )has
)
a geometrically converging exponential moment,2 i.e., there
exist t > 0, r > 1, and C < 30, such that for any function
f satisfying If(y)I 5 exp(tllyl1) for all y, and any initial
condition z ( ~ =) z,

Fig. 3.

Example of Sections VI1 and X.

m

n=O

Above, ~ ( y denotes
)
the steady-state probability of the state
y. Hence, in particular, the Markov chain admits a finite
exponential moment. That is, for some C’ < 30
E[exp(tllz(rn)ll)]5 C’exp(tllzII)

< 30

for all n.

The reader is referred to Meyn and Tweedie [29] for
estimates of the rate of convergence. It is worth mentioning
that the uniformization procedure is just a way of computing the drift dxTQx, where A is the extended generator for the unsampled Markov process. Thus one actually has, for Some P < 1, IE[f(zt)] - C , f ( y ) ~ ( y ) ( <
CptV(x)for all z, and all t 2 0, i.e., a similar geometric
convergence for the original unsampled chain.

VI. A LINEARPROGRAMMING
CHARACTERIZATION
As noted earlier, if Q is a symmetric nonnegative matrix,
then it is copositive. Note now that the LHS of (1 3) in Theorem
1 is homogeneous in Q. Hence, if (13) is valid, then by
multiplying Q by arbitrarily large positive numbers, one can
drive the value of the LHS of the inequality (13) in Theorem
1 to -30. This allows us to provide a sufficient condition for
stability in terms of the unboundedness of a linear program.
Theorem 3-A
Linear Programming Characterization:
Consider the basic, open re-entrant line. Suppose that the
following linear program has an unbounded solution

Max

su,j2 / ~ i ( y i + ~, jqij)
for
all
i ,j
q i j =qji
qL+l,j

=0

for all i ,j

20

for all r ,j

suj

rj

for all i E I ( j ) . and for all j
for all i with o ( i ) = o >and all j

for all j

q;j 20

+ E.=,

unrestricted in sign.

Then, every nonidling, noninterruptive policy is stable in the
mean. Moreover, every nonidling, stationary policy has a
geometrically converging exponential moment.
‘This property is called “rsl,(f((.I.(()-uniformergodicity” in 128).

+

E,”=,
E,:

l { i : r ( i ) = .}I.
It may be possible to
rewrite the linear program more economically.
We find it convenient to slightly modify the linear program
in Theorem 3 by bounding y by 1. Thus if the value of the
linear program is 1, then one deduces stability (rather than
from the unboundedness of the value as in Theorem 3).
Corollary 1-A 0-1Test of Stability: Consider the same
linear program as in Theorem 3, except that we impose the
additional constraint

Y 51.
If the linear program has value one, then every nonidling
noninterruptive policy is stable-in-the-mean. Moreover, every
nonidling, stationary policy has a geometrically converging
exponential moment. If the value of the linear program is zero,
however, then no conclusion can be drawn regarding stability
or instability.
VII. EXAMPLE:
ALL NONIDLING
POLICIESSTABLE
Consider the system shown in Fig. 3. Then, to show that
there exists a Q = QT satisfying (7), it is sufficient to find
qL3 = q,, 2 0, SO that

+ [-/llqll

“#U(j)}

rj>p;(qi+l,j - qij)

+

y

subject to the constraints

{U’:

The number of variables { q i J ,~ ks u, j , r} in the above linear
program is
L
( S - l)L 1. (Note that the
variables s u ( j ) , j , q;j with i > j , and q L + l , j are not really
needed.) The number of constraints is L
lI(j)l

9+ +

Y

f kllq123 -/11412

+ kLlq223 - p l q l 3 + ply235
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and o ( i ) = o ( j ) . As a consequence

Machine 2

2

z;;(-rn) for o’

+ .(j).

(18)

{ i : u(Z)=u’}

Recall from Section IV that our goal is to determine a
symmetric copositive Q satisfying

Fig. 4. Dai-Wang example of Section VIII.

Xqljxj(7n)

Xq13

< 0 , -/&2q12

-lwm
-p3q33

+ P2q13 < 0, - p z q 2 2 + p 2 q 2 3 + Ay12 < 0,

+
< 0,
+ Xq13 < 0.
i42q33

-p3q13

+ Xq11

<

0,

-/1,3q23

<

+

pi(qi+l,j - q i j ) z i j ( r n )

iGI(j)

+ c

0,

1

/Li(qi+l,j

-qij)zij(~n)

{U‘: u ’ # u ( j ) } { i : u(Z)=u’}

Let us suppose that p1 = p2 = p3 =: p, and p := g.
Then
the above is equivalent to, ( I - p/2)qll > q12,q12’> qZ2,
- P/2)q13 > q23rY12 > q 1 3 ~q22 > f)q12/2
423, q23 >
Y33*Y13 > pq11/2, q23 > 0, q33 > pq13/2.
It is easily checked that if p < 1, then one can choose
yL3 > 0 which satisfy the above conditions.
Hence, we conclude that if pl = p2 = p3 5 p and
..- ;
< 1, then all nonidling, noninterruptive, scheduling
policies are stable in the mean. This includes the FCFS policy,
which is already known to be stable since 111 = p 3 ; see
Kelly [30]. Moreover, every nonidling, stationary policy has a
geometrically converging exponential moment.

+

5 -y:cj(7,)

for some y > 0. (This can be seen by rewriting the LHS of (9)
as in the first equality of (IO)). Using (17), (IS), the conditions
required to establish stability in Corollary 1 can be relaxed.
Theorem M t a b i l i t y of Buffer Priority Policies: Consider
the basic open re-entrant line. Let {O(l),. . . , O ( L ) } be a
permutation of { 1,. . . ,L } . Consider the preemptive buffer
priority policy which gives preference to hi over b j , if
O ( i ) < O ( j ) and both share the same machine. Then, the buffer
priority policy e(.) is stable, with a geometrically converging
exponential moment, if the following linear program has
value one
Max

VIII. THE DAI-WANGEXAMPLE
Dai and Wang [12] (see also [14]) show that the system of
Fig. 4 does not have a Brownian approximation. It is a basic
open re-entrant line with service rates p1 = 10, p2 = 20, p 3 =
10/9. p4 = 20, and ps = 514. Let p := X / p 1 + X / p 2 + X / p 5 =
X/p3
X/pq be the load factor on the two machines. Our goal
is to determine whether the system is stable for all p < 1.
First note from the equations involving X in (13) and
Corollary 1 that if the value of the linear program is one for
some A’ then it is one for all X < A’. Hence there will be
critical value Xcrit, such that the linear program has value one
for X < Xcrlt and value zero for X > &-it. Equivalently, there
exists such a pcrit. So we wish to see if pcrit = 1.
Investigating the linear program from Corollary 1, we find
that its value is one for X < 0.55587 (approximately), and
zero for 0.55587 < X < 1. Thus we can only assert stability
for p < 0.95(0.55587) = 0.528.

for j = 1 , 2 , . . . L

y

subject to
k l j

+ { i : i E I ( j ) max
pi(qi+l,j
and e ( i ) < s ( j ) }

-

4ij)

li

+

x. EXAMPLE: LBFS AND FBFS ARE STABLE
Consider the system of Fig. 3. Unlike in Section VII, we do
not require that all the pL’s are equal.
First, let us examine the class of nonidling policies. Can we
prove that all nonidling, noninterruptive policies are stable?
To investigate, we consider the following linear program

IX. BUFFERPRIORITYPOLICIES

Max y
Consider the basic, open, re-entrant line. Suppose that at
subject to the constraints
every machine 0 there is a rank ordering of the set of buffers
{ b ; : ~ ( i =) g } served by the machine, according to which
AY11
1Ilax{Pl(ql2 - Y l l ) , -/”
preemptive priority is given by the machine. To describe such
1~lax{P2(Yl3
- q12). 0}
a buffer priority policy more concisely, let (O(1). .. . , O(L)}
be a permutation of { 1:2, . . . , L } , with preference given to
b; over b; if O ( i ) < O(j), and both b; and b,, share the same
machine, i.e., ~ ( i=)U(;;). The policy is nonidling, stationary,
and preemptive.
1 ) 0 + wj(7,) = 0, if O ( i ) < H ( j ) and
Then, : r l ( ~ 7 >
~(a=
) ~ ( : j ) Hence
.
z J l = W ~ ( T ~ ) : ~=~ 0,( Tif ~H ~( i )) < H ( j )

+
+

(19)

+Y 5 0

(20)
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XI. A NONLINEAR
PROGRAMMING
CHARACTERIZATION

Fig. 5. Value of LP for all nonidling, nonintermptive policies in example of
Section X. The figure on the right is a more detailed view of one comer of
the figure on the left.

2P 1
Fig. 6. Value of LP for example of Section X for the LBFS policy and for
the FBFS policy.

Note that every symmetric positive semidefinite Q is copositive. Thus, in our stability tests, we could use the class
of symmetric positive semidefinite matrices. Every such Q
possesses a square root A , i.e., Q = ATA. Hence, one may
search over the unrestricted space of aiJ’s, rather than the
space of q i j ’ s . This yields the following Theorem.
Theorem 5-A Nonlinear Programming Characterization:
Consider the basic, open, re-entrant line. Consider the nonlinear program

Max

subject to all the constraints of Corollary 1, except that
L
every q i j is replaced by Ck=]
a k ; U k j , and the nonnegativity
constraint on the q i j ’ s is removed. If this nonlinear program
has value one, then, every nonidling, noninterruptive, scheduling policy is stable in the mean. Moreover, then, every
nonidling, stationary policy gives rise to a Markov chain, with
a geometrically converging exponential moment.
Also, one can extend this Theorem to search over convex combinations of a nonnegative matrix, and a positive
semidefinite matrix. This yields the following theorem.
Theorem &A More General Nonlinear Programming Characterization: Consider the basic, open, re-entrant line. Consider the nonlinear program

Max
subject to all the constraints of Corollary 1, except that every
a k z a k J , and the nonnegativity
constraint on the qzJ’s is replaced by nonnegativity constraints
on the q:,’s, while the a,,’s are unrestricted. If this nonlinear
program has value one, then every nonidling, nonintemptive,
scheduling policy is stable in the mean. Moreover, then, every
nonidling, stationary policy gives rise to a Markov chain, with
a geometrically converging exponential moment.
Both these theorems can be extended in the same ways as
Theorem 1, to treat various kinds of systems and scheduling
policies.
To go beyond Theorems 5 and 6 and obtain the most
powerful test obtainable through our approach, one could
simply check whether the value of the linear program in
Theorem 3 is one, without imposing any sign restrictions on
q,,, i.e., after removing the constraints yzJ 2 0. If the value
is indeed one, one can then test whether the obtained Q is
copositive, using an algorithm as in [25].As noted in Section
111, however, the test of copositivity is NP-complete and may
therefore be computationally complex for systems of large
size.
qZJ is replaced by q:,

k,

Let pi :=
and consider p1 = p3. Fig. 5 plots the value
of the linear program as a function of 2pl and p2. It shows
that there is a region where the value of the linear program
is 0, and for such values of p l r p z , p 3 ( = p l ) , no conclusion
regarding stability or instability can be drawn.
Now consider the LBFS policy. The corresponding linear
program is the same as (19)-(24), with exception that (22) is
changed to

The plot of its value as a function of 2 p l , and p2 is given
in Fig. 6. It shows that the system is stable for all values of
2pl < 1 and p2 < 1. Hence, for p1 = p3, the LBFS policy is
stable in the entire capacity region.
Now turn to the FBFS policy. Its linear program is also
almost the same as (19)-(24), except that (20) is changed to
the following

The plot of its value is the same as that of LBFS, as shown
in Fig. 6. Hence it is also stable in the entire stability region,
when p1 = p3.

Y

+

XII. MOREGENERALQUEUEING
NETWORKS
Consider a queueing network with S machines and L
buffers. Let us suppose every buffer b, has an exogenous
Poisson arrival process of rate A,. A part leaving buffer b,
goes to buffer b, with probability p L J and leaves the system
L
with probability (1 p z I ) .The service time of parts in
buffer b, is exponential with mean
Let us rescale time so

k.
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xF3rFJ-rb
Machine 1

Machine 2

S--A
Fig. 8. The RybkeStolyar example of Section XIII.

W
State transition diagram for general queueing network of Section XI1

Fig. 7

c,=l+ E,”=,

that L A,
pj = 1. The state transition diagram is
shown in Fig. 7. Hence

E (XT

1 I F(

(Tn+l) Q 4 T n + 1

?-,I

0 15
0 5

0.75

.15

0.5

.2s

))

L

Fig. 9. Value of the linear program for RybkeStolyar example of Section
Xlll. The figure on the right i s a more detailed view of one portion of the
figure on the left.

Proceeding as in Section IV, one may obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 7-Stahility of a General Network: Consider the
more general queueing network above, operated under any
nonidling, noninterruptive policy. Then it is stable in the
mean, provided there exists a symmetric copositive Q that
satisfies the following inequalities for j = 1 , 2 , . . . . L

Fig. IO.
ample.

Stable, unstable and undetermined regions for Rybk+Stolyar ex-

the service time requirements meet the capacity condition,
1/P1 1/p2 < 1.
The following linear program tests the stability of the system
for all p1 and p2.

+

Max

y

subject to the constraints

This can also be written as a linear program if we restrict
y i j 2 0 for all i , j , or as a nonlinear program if we take
Q = A T A [q:,], with nonnegative dj’s. Moreover, if the
policy is stationary, then the system is a Markov chain with a
geometrically converging exponential moment.

+

Ayl2

+ Aq23 - p2q22+ Max[().- p l y l 2 +

5y

+

Max[Aqls + Aqj3 - p2q23. Ayl3 Aq33 - p3q3<+ p3q:34]
Max[O. -P1(113
PI(1231 5 Y

+

+

XIII. THE RYBKO-STOLYAR
EXAMPLE
Consider the system shown in Fig. 8. The arrivals to buffers
and b3 are Poisson of rate A. The service times are all
exponentially distributed, with mean l / p l at buffers bl and
h3, and mean 1/p2 at buffers b2 and b4. Consider the buffer
priority policy with ordering {ti4. b2. b3, hl}, i.e., with priority
given to buffers earlier in this list. Let us define p1 :=
and p2 := A/,u2.
Rybko and Stolyar [4] have shown that this system is
unstable for A = 1, if p2 > l / 2 and (11 > 0, even if
bl

r51
qLJ2 0. 2 2 0.
Fig. 9 plots the value of the linear program for 0 < p1 < 1
and 0 < p2 < 1. (The region p1+p2 2 1 should be disregarded
as it lie? outside the capacity region.)
The following points are salient. First, the value of the linear
program is zero in the region 0 2 > 1/2 and thus noncontradictory with Rybko and Stolyar’s result. Second, as shown in
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Fig. 10, for most of the rest of the capacity region, the system
is stable, since the value of the linear program is one. There is
a small region, however, where the value of the linear program
is zero; thus the stability remains unresolved there.
XIV. CONCLUDING
REMARKS
We have provided here a programmatic procedure for establishing stability of queueing networks and scheduling policies.
There are several interesting questions which arise. First, it
would be useful to study the structure of the linear or nonlinear
programs and thus directly establish the stability of policies.
We have done so analytically for the example of Section VII.
Second, in all the examples tested by us, any Q giving a
negative drift was always found to be a nonnegative matrix. It
would be useful to determine whether there exists an example
of a system where Q is copositive but not nonnegative. This
should show that the more powerful tests of Section XI are
in fact valuable. Third, it would be useful to implement a
multi-step drift version of the above results. Finally, it would
be useful to carry out a similar development for “instability”
results, as in Fayolle [16] and Coffman et al., [20].
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